
ACCIDENT REPORT.
For the Four Weeks Ending 26th January, 1953.

Number of Accidents
Frequency Rate

Severity Rate

27 including 4 Lost Time.
5.47 Previous 5.17. Target NiL

481 Previous 279. Target NiL·

SECTIONAL ACCIDENT REPORT

Roasters Acid Super Cement Yard Engrs. Coli. Dredge

Total No. of Accidents .. 1 4 5 1 16

Lost Time Accidents 1 1 2
Considerable reduction in the number of accidents has been made, and it

is to be hoped that further improvements will continue.
STEVE BELL, Secretary.

Accident Prevention Committee:
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Examination for Foremen
PART 1: Technical.

TIME: For a Capstan.
1. Discuss briefly how you would kilo-

cycle. If not, why Kilowatt? Inte-
grate your answer and phase the
results.

2. Where would you draw the line?
How? (Compass and Protractors
provided).

3. Draw up [1 plan for the conversion
of the old Broadfield Den to a public
convenience.

4. Should raw mills be cooked? Give
concrete reasons.

5. Did the Boilermaker? Discuss
briefly with particular reference to:
(a) The morning after.
(b) Fiscal policy.
(c) History.

"QUISENSE,"
(Plant Invigoration Dept.)

Strange Facts
Do you know how an Eskimo kills a

wolf without a gun ortrap?
He smears a knife with blood and

buries it in the sand with only the
blade protruding. The wolf scents the
blood and licks the blade, cutting his
tongue. Excited by the taste and smell
he gormandises literally whetting his
appetite in his own blood, finally bleed-
ing to death.

-Lysaght Gazette.

Food for Thought
"A commonplace life," we say and we

sigh,
But why should we sigh as we say,
The commonplace sun in the common-

place sky
Makes up the commonplaceday, •

The moon and the stars are common-
place things,

And the flower that blooms and the
bird that sings,

But dark were the world, and sad our
lot,

If the flowers failed, and the sun shone
not;

And God, who studies each separate
soul

Out of commonplace lives, makes His
beautiful whole.

-Swansea Vale Smelters' Digest.

Promotion
As this issue was being made ready

for the press a memorandum arrived,
advising that Jack WilIiams, formerly
Leading Hand, had been promoted to
the staff as Foreman Chemical
Plumber as from 23rd February. Con-
gratulations, Jack.

Retirements.
Farewells to Bob Bordiss and Jim

Briggs, reported in next issue.
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